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In a culture of hate and quick wits there lies beneath a foundation of
beauty. It’s hard to see, but anytime, everywhere, it lingers. That’s why we
created Paper Crane—to reveal what has been hidden. Everyone has a
story, we told ourselves. Everyone has a way of looking at life. You see
beauty in the sway of the canopy, or you see it in the way your feet sink
slowly into sand, or you see it in the nervous way your sister speaks to you.
Creation itself is an act of bravery, intimacy—it takes courage to reveal
your truest self. If art and literature reflect life’s beauty, anybody can
witness it. We wanted words that speak and art that breathes. We found it
in our contributors.
Between these pages you’ll find heartbreak, joy, hope, grief, but most of all,
beginnings. We asked for art, and we received so much more. We received
threads of life molded into words and paint strokes and camera shutters.
We received dawn and rebirth, voices stripped raw and left on the
windowsill to sing to the sun. Our contributors taught us how to spread
our paper wings and soar.
All of these pieces revolve around beginnings, and once we begin, there
won’t be an end. There is longevity found in art and creativity found in all
of us. In Japanese culture, anyone who folds one thousand paper cranes
will be granted their most desired wish, for they have exhibited the loyalty
and beauty that the cranes symbolize. And though the path may seem long,
anyone holds the power within them to flutter their wings to life.
Here to the next generation of expression—the beginning of the artistic
revolution.

OLD
BEGINNINGS
DAUGHTERS OF OSHUN
Saman Atiq
Oshun is the goddess of beauty and
femininity in African {Yoruba} mythology.
I made this acrylic painting during the
recent BLM movement to show my
support for the Black community by
depicting the many beautiful shades of
women of colour. The shades used in the
painting encapsulate the idea that the
different skin tones only enrich our world
and hence should not be a reason of
discrimination and marginalisation.

FOR DENNIS:
L A S T S E E N
HALLOWEEN '09

I visited your house for the raspberry lollipops
Instead, I found skeletons and giant plastic spiders,
A maze with tissue paper streamers, where
We met in the middle, quietly.
Later,
You knocked on my door.
Mama threw me a look and told me not to come,
(because it was 9pm and it was late)
'Where's Cleopatra?' you asked breathlessly.
(And I couldn't resist walking past in my trail of white,
flashing you for just a second)
She shut the door in your face,
Called Julie to pick up her kid quick, because
Everyone knew what happened to kids alone at night.
I opened the door, after you left.
You left a raspberry lollipop on the steps.
Quietly.
Mitali Singh

THE LEGACY OF MY
GRANDMOTHERS
I am the point of culmination

Saari: a garment worn by
women. A drape is wrapped
around the waist, with one
end draped over the
shoulder.

Maangtika: worn in the
middle parting of the hair,
this is a traditional Indian
headpiece. It is made up of a
pendant attached to one
end of a metallic chain.
Jhoomar: a traditional Indian
headpiece much like the
maangtika, but worn to the
side of the forehead.
Kangan: made of gold or
silver, this is a traditional
bangle.
Pahzeb: a traditional Indian
anklet.

I am the descendant of women in the golden-green fields of Punjab
Earth in between their toes and their fingertips grazing the sky
Gold wheat stark against their cotton saaris
Cotton they picked with calloused hands,
A child on their hip, sweat dripping down their foreheads
And a perpetual perseverance in their hearts,
I aspire to their strength,
These conquerors of adversity
I am the child of decked out daughters in bungalows,
High society and dinner parties,
Heads held high despite the heavy maangtika and jhoomar
That would seek the bending of their slender necks
So that they remain silent and biddable
Forced into a union unacceptable,
The pahzeb and kangan; choice ornaments or chains?
"Sell her to the highest bidder
Regardless of who he is!"—
But I aspire to their self worth
And their recognition of humanity
I am the daughter of queens who demanded
Tigers and serpents as wedding gifts,
But still understood the value of jewels,
Who refused to be told that their worth lay solely in their wombs,
Who bore sons, indeed,
But daughters too,
And taught them their value and to demand their due,
I aspire to their serpentine wit
In a world that is truly cruel
I am the point of culmination,
Where the crossroads join and end for a few years yet—
One day to branch out with
The legacy of my grandmothers
Rumaisa Samir

CW: VIOLENCE, MENTIONS OF TRAUMA, RACISM

LEAVING HOMES
For the members of the Boundary
Commission, splitting India and Pakistan was
as easy as scoring a thick dark line on a map
with a lead pencil. But for the humans who
woke up on the wrong side of the border, it
became a memory dripping with red. Their
lives were butchered into two halves forever:
before the Partition, and after.
“The boundary separating India and Pakistan
was drawn in blood,” Nani says. “So many
died.”
She doesn’t bother to elaborate the ‘so many’
anymore. An uncle, her oldest brother, and
three cousin sisters. The loss has been cried
over, cursed and moaned aloud so many times
that the pain is just an ache. As if all the tears
have diluted it.
*
Nani’s life has always been bracketed by
borders and barriers of all kinds. Crossing to
India, and decades later, to Nottingham.
Overcoming her father’s resistance to obtain a
history degree. It should come as no surprise
to me that she’s the one who convinces my
parents it’s okay to send me to university in
London.
But it’s still a little hard to believe, even
though I was there in the living room. Mama
and Papa sat on the sofa near the fireplace,
while Nani, my defendant, sat in an armchair
next to mine. I had spent most of the time
squirming in my seat, a caterpillar wriggling

out of a cocoon.
Papa took his glasses off and turned away,
wordlessly excusing himself from the debate.
Mama levelled him a glare before turning to
Nani. “Ma, you know it’s dangerous for a girl
to live alone in the city...”
“But she won’t be alone.” Nani smoothed the
pleats of her sari, brushing away my mother’s
arguments, folding them into thin air. “She
will have roommates.”
“I went to a university within a ten kilometre
radius of our house!”
“And did I stop you from doing that?” She
crossed her arms, placid even in the face of
Mama’s anger. I always wondered how the two
of them were related, how Mama’s fire had
sparked to life from the cool water that was
Nani.
Mama bit her lip. “No, but that’s hardly the
point!” It had been three decades since her
father had moved the family to England, but
Mama’s resentment had only curdled into
something even less pleasant. She’d gone to
uni in Nottingham despite getting other
offers, unwilling for another uprootal.
Papa looked at Mama and shrugged. “It’s up to
her. She’s eighteen, Mahima.”
Mama turned her gaze on me. I tried to sit still.
Nani hummed to herself, oblivious to our
discussion.

Finally, Mama sighed.
“If you really want to, I suppose you can go.”
She spoke sullenly, as if she were still a child,
and Nani had been scolding her for fighting
with her brother.
“Good,” Nani said briskly, before I could
even open my mouth. She got up and took
her cup of tea. “Now that’s settled, you’d
better start packing.”
*
I first saw the elephants when I was nine.
Back then, I was still a little scared of Nani.
Talking to her was like taking a bite into a
mango you weren’t sure was ripe yet:
sometimes sweet, sometimes sour. She could
be wry and sarcastic, say something that made
your insides shrivel up. Or she’d give you a
cup of tea as she chatted with you.
When I found the old shoebox, I gave it an
experimental
rattle.
Nani
clucked
disapprovingly. “It’s not a toy, Anjali. You
needn’t be so excited. Keep it back.”
All the same, I did think there could be
something nice inside even this ratty old box,
treasure in the garb of junk. In the box were
four small statues of elephants, made of wood
and a white, hard substance Nani said was
ivory. They were of different sizes; the
smallest one easily fit in my palm.

weren’t new, but they had a dark, rosy sheen
that showed they’d been polished many
times. I sniffed one, and smelt sandalwood
oil, the stuff in the soaps Nani bought from
the Asian supermarkets.
“Where did you get them?” I asked.
Nani’s expression shifted. “They were a
present from my father. Just before we left
Lahore.” Her eyes were unfocused. A story
was coming.
“A present?”
“A birthday present,” Nani corrected
absently, still staring into nothing. “I was
only a little younger than you when we left.”
I had seen photos of Nani as a child—grainy,
black and white ones that showed a girl with
a too-solemn face, like her childhood had
bled out of her too soon. Even now, Nani
looked pale, the only color on her the gleam
of her gold bangles that dug perfect circles
into her wrists.
“When my mother told me we had to flee,
these were the only things I could take.” Nani
shrugged, and added, “Besides the clothes on
my back, of course.”

“They’re beautiful, aren’t they?” Nani said,
having forgotten that I’d disobeyed her as she
looked at the elephants.

Nani always spoke of the past—especially the
Partition—in a detached way, trying to put as
much distance between her and it. Even then
I could tell she was scared of letting the old
wounds bleed too much, as if the blood of the
past could seep into the present and stain her
life anew.

I nodded, turning them over. I could tell they

“I lost a couple of them in Delhi,” Nani said.

I arranged the elephants in a line, smallest to
largest, giving all of them little pats on the
back. I made them gambol across the carpet.

blurted the whole thing out.

Nani laughed (slightly bitterly, I thought). “I
suppose they can be toys after all.” She cut
short the elephants’ play, scooping them up
in her hand and returning them to their
enclosure.

“There are people who see only the colour of
someone’s skin and not the heart that beats
beneath it.” She shook her head, lips pursing.
“When we first came here, your uncle got
beaten up. So did your grandfather. More
than once.”

*
The world dissolved into black and brown
and white one summer day at the park, just a
week after I turned twelve.
Before that, in all the photos Mama has
framed and positioned precariously on the
mantelpiece, my smile is too big for my face,
and I have knobbly knees and elbows. (Nani
always sniffs when she looks at those photos,
claiming I look anaemic despite being fed
with stuffed okra and bowls of lentil stew.
“Your body never had gratitude for what we
gave it, ” she says, like being thin was
something I did on purpose). My friends and I
played hopscotch on the pavements. We
swapped secrets and friendship bracelets, and
the whole world seemed to shine like a piece
of candy.

Nani’s eyes hardened.

“How about Mama? How about you?” I
demanded, not wanting to be the only girl
this had happened too. Then I felt guilt clog
my throat. I was luckier than they had been. It
would have been painful for Mama to leave a
place like the house in Delhi, a whitewashed
bungalow with jasmine flowers wreathing the
windows, only to end up in a dingy flat in
Nottingham.
She looked away. “They didn’t beat us.”
I wanted to ask what they had done, since the
look on Nani’s face spoke of a story, albeit
one I wouldn’t like. Had they told her to get
out, made it clear this place was not her
home? If Lahore, where Nani had been born,
had been declared foreign, then where did
she truly belong? Where did I belong?

So when a boy at the playground told me to
go back to the hellhole I’d crawled out from, I
almost didn’t hear him. I do remember his
eyes glinting as they took me in: my brown
skin, brown eyes, black hair, a smudge of dirt
in the neighbourhood I soon realized was
predominantly white.

“It doesn’t matter, Anjali,” Nani said. “
Ignore them.”

I told Nani. I didn’t think of telling anyone
else, just ran up the stairs to her room and

*

But I was not Nani. It was as if someone had
taken the picture I’d had of the world and
scrawled the word RACISM all over it in stark
black letters, and I could not erase it.

Some nights, Nani peeled away the layers of
her skin until she became a child once more.
We’d all be asleep, and we’d hear a terrible
wailing coming from her room. Mama would
find Nani crying in bed, saying her dead
brother’s name over and over again. She
never spoke about it in the mornings, though.
Always acted like it hadn’t happened.
She had only told me about the train journey
from Lahore to Delhi once, when I was very
small, and she was trying to keep me quiet
and distracted while Mama and Papa were
away. “Do you want a bedtime story?” she’d
asked. I had nodded. And in typical Nani
fashion, she told me a story that she knew
would make me shut up out of sheer fear.
Coaches crammed with bodies, some dead,
some alive, all stinking of sweat and fear. No
sounds except for the wails and prayers of
the living, echoed by the howl of the wind,
cold as a knife pressed to her neck. The blood
train had not stopped once, not even as
people fell off it, chugging relentlessly along
roads paved with bone, rivers that had rusted
overnight. The brother whose death is still a
mystery, one among many splashes of scarlet
staining the soil.
After she told me that not-a-bedtime-story,
whenever I thought about the Partition, that
scar of a border, I saw blood bloom across my
vision, just like Nani must have done that
day.
The nightmares happened again, two weeks
before I was to leave for London. This time, I
woke up first. I found Nani whimpering
under the covers.

“Bhaiyya,” she sobbed. Older brother.
I moved closer, putting my arms around her.
But I froze when she cried out, “Anjali!”and
began to sob even more. I tried to tell her it
would be okay, that I was not leaving her in
the same way her brother had, the same way
she had left behind family in India. I would
still visit, and we would chat over cups of tea
she’d make. But Nani only cried harder, and
so I hugged her. She tried to push me away
and pull me closer at the same time, insisting
she didn’t need me while begging me to stay.
I held on fiercely. I knew Nani would loathe
both me and herself in the morning, ashamed
of her failure, of not being able to chop off
that train ride like a dead limb, but she was
not the only stubborn person in the family. I
had not rammed through any walls yet, but I
was of her blood, and I would hold on to her.
*
The history I was taught in school skates over
the bloodier aspects of colonization. The
massacre of innocents at Jallainwala Bagh.
The way the East India Company took India
by the throat and forced it to choke out gold.
When I read about wars fought and laurels
won, I couldn’t help but think about the way
Nani still refuses to board a crowded bus,
stays away from the tiny bathroom stalls
when we go to malls. My textbook swallowed
her story whole, and a million others as well.
I turned to the Internet to learn the truth.
Historians
have
calculated
that
approximately one million people died in the

Partition, and fifteen million were displaced,
all due to borders drawn by a foreign land.
Men turned into monsters, babies were
ripped from wombs, husbands shot their own
wives to spare them suffering at another’s
hand. The blood train Nani had ridden on,
carrying her into a future that would do little
to ease the pain she had been through.

Mama and I were off shopping for homeware.
Three days before my parents were to drive
me up to London, she walked into my room
and handed me the shoebox.

She still prays for the brother that must have
died. Lights sticks of incense on his birthday,
makes his favorite sweets. She told me once
that not knowing was the hardest, that when
she saw corpses littered by the canals, she
would wonder if those gnarled hands, those
festering wounds, were bits of his body or
not.

Nani grabbed my hands. I noticed her eyes,
pools of brown the shade of dried blood, were
rimmed in red, like they had bled overnight.
“I want you to take these.”

*
Packing was not as much of a chore as I
expected. Mama and I did most of it together,
folding clothes neatly into packing cubes (her
latest obsession) while talking about
everything other than London. Papa stuck his
head into my room every once in a while,
dispensing bits of advice. Always carry your
license. Keep your wallet close.
Nani hadn’t said much to me since the night
I’d found her crying. It was almost as if I had
become something else she was trying to
forget, another stain she had to scrub out of
her life. As soon as that thought entered my
head, I tried to shake it off. I made cups of tea
and left them outside her door.
But she still copied out recipes for fried
ricand chicken curry and stuffed them into
the pockets of my bags. She quietly re-packed
some of the things in my suitcase, when

“I want you to have these,” she said.
I gaped at Nani. “But they’re yours!”

I stepped back, hurt by the acid behind her
words. “Fine.” When she left, I dumped the
box into a suitcase. It never occurred to me
that this was her way of saying goodbye.
*
I’ve been in London only for a couple of
weeks, but I love it already: the black cabs, the
lights flickering in the fog, the pubs with
nonsensical
names,
the
cobblestones
gleaming from drizzles. I walk in the rain
sometimes, thinking about how there’re
surely bits of me scattered all over
Nottingham—my name carved into park
benches, library receipts, coins I’ve dropped,
things I’ve lost—and how soon some corners
of London will be marked by me too. It’s like
Nani used to say—you can’t live in a place for
a long time and not lose yourself to it in some
ways. You can’t ever really leave it. Bits of it
will be tucked into your soul forever, in the
mutton biryani you make, in the cups of
masala chai you drink, in the way you listen
to BBC Radio as you cook.
The same goes for people.

But sometimes I long for home, and it’s then that I take the little elephants from my nightstand.
I hold them and imagine that the fragrance of sandalwood is the smell of all those I love. I think
of Nani, waking up in the middle of the night, far away, of how I too was another thing she
hadn’t wanted to let go of but had anyway.
** Nani: grandmother in Hindi
Jyotsna Nair

HOPE KNOCKS
This acrylic painting has been a great way for me to resume my art. My art has
kept me company through this pandemic and I am grateful for this skill I possess.

Aadya

STRANGERS YET AGAIN
One day we'd run into each other
on the busy streets.
I'd remember you in a heartbeat,
hoping you'd too.
A split second before recognition
dawns on your face.
Our eyes hold each other,
watching the turmoil rising up.
We smile,
a smile filled with
remembrance of
something that died with us.
She comes up behind you and you look down.
Not wanting her to know it was me.
You hide your smile, lacing your face with confusion.
Your eyes find mine, pleading for me to do the wrong thing.
And I do.
I act as though you were a complete stranger.
Perplexed by how easy it was to pretend.
We'd apologize.
Not for running into each other.
But for the way we left things years back.
Parvati Kalluparampil

LOVE LETTER FOR A
BYGONE JURASSIC
i heard a story once where you still existed. i died
in that tale before you. in that story i chained
my wayward jaw onto metaphors that bury
into skin. in every tight-lipped romance
there are a legion of taxidermists who patch
glass eyes onto the sockets of radios
in order to deafen lovers’ mistakes. we sew
together our bodies amid static, red strung
and take out our guts to replace them
with sound-cancelling foam. in that way we become
pliable on the inside, forgetful of our shape.
it must be the skeleton inside of me that still recalls
the structure we stood in, unmangled.
Rena Su

NEW BEGINNINGS

ALLOTTED AND JUXTAPOSED
Snayini Das

The pandemic allowed me to change my outlook on life and the world.
While being quarantined, I observed the lives around me and how those
were affected by the whole situation. In this collection of photographs—
"Allotted and Juxtaposed"—I have tried to depict how sometimes we are
forced into certain situations, with the help of a kind of juxtaposition.

THIS DAWN

This dawn—a new eon
of wee lilies and
Bitty bulbuls, breathing
In a tepee of ironwoods.
Triggered yellows sucking
My mother’s teat, humming
In indigo vapours for dog days, while
I watch, sitting on bamboo foliages.
Winter in a breadbasket, watching
Their pinions on monoliths, dancing
Chaplets and dead ends in running
Heels—her millennium in a blastula bag.
Peniel Gifted

CHERRY
BLOSSOMS
Fallen cherry petals crunch under my feet
as I weave past the isolated graves. Some
gleam in the sunlight, untouched by the
hand of nature that will surely come.
Others are covered in rust and crumbling
under old age, the names etched on their
surfaces so smudged that they are
indistinguishable. Bouquets of flowers and
trinkets overflow a few small plots of land
while others are only gifted by stray weeds
sprouting from the ground. As I pass the
graves, I let my mind linger on each one,
head swirling with the millions of stories
that each hold in its delicate grip.
When I pass the grave that is shaped like a
little house, I know I’m almost there. I
always remember that one because it’s
something you would have absolutely
loved. Something that you would have
spent hours crafting a story about until the
lives of the dead are given life once again
through your vibrant words. If only you
were here to help me do the same with you.

Unlike the day of your funeral, the sun
stands brilliantly in the sky, willing
everyone to witness its radiance. Thin
wisps of clouds disrupt the blanket of blue
above, their timid forms so different from
the powerful force they were on that
fateful day. They had covered every inch
of the soft sky, plunging the world in
swirling oblivion as they mourned
alongside me. I had wondered if the wind
would sweep me up and send me
sprawling into the all-consuming abyss. I
honestly hadn’t cared. The raging storm
inside me had clawed at anything it could
reach until my insides were torn to pieces.
But its greed refused to be sated, pushing
against my lips to release its torment to
the rest of the world. I lived like that for
much too long; every word that left my
mouth was a risk. Every touch I felt was a
danger. Every second I lived in a world
without you
was pure anguish. I
remember listening to the video I took
when we went to the beach over and over

until every whisper was seared into my
brain. I remember spending hours looking
at your pictures and crying as I realized I
should have taken more. I remember the
blinding pain that coursed through my
veins as your scent faded from your
favorite hoodie. I remember every time I
turned around, expecting to see you
smiling back and finding nothing there. I
remember dreaming of a life where you
didn’t die and waking up in a nightmare.
All I could do was hold onto the fragile
memories that drifted through my mind,
but never too tight, for I didn’t want them
to shatter as you did.

down, replacing the wilted bouquet with
one overflowing with freesias. Trying to
avoid what I came for as long as possible, I
find myself cleaning up your grave. I rub
your gravestone as best as I can, getting
rid of as many dirt spots I can before my
back aches. I pick up all the stray cherry
blossoms scattered across your grave,
shoving them in my pocket for later.
Stepping back, I admire my work. You
would have been proud, always a stickler
for cleanliness. Silence hovers over us as I
shift my weight back and
forth,
mustering up the courage to tell you
everything that’s happened.

Every visit to your resting place was
fraught with misery, the urge to dig you
up just to see your face overwhelming.
Yet I used to come almost every day,
closing my eyes and imagining you next
to me. Now as I approach your grave, guilt
swims in my chest, rushing my lungs with
dread. My feet move on their own, the
path ingrained into my mind, until I find
myself standing in front of your
gravestone. Every etch and scratch in the
granite is familiar, bringing me back to
hours and hours of endlessly staring at
your name, hoping that my will would
bring you back.

“Hi. I know it’s been a few months since I
last visited, which is strange for me. I
swear there’s a reason but I’ll get to that.”
Tipping my head skywards, I let my eyes
flutter closed. “You know how you always
used to believe in alternate universes? I
remember you were so dedicated to the
idea, rambling on about it for hours
whenever anyone even brought up the
topic.” I chuckled, a small smile growing
on my face. “Well, I’m sure that in some
version of this reality, you didn’t die and
we lived happily ever after. It’s too bad
that I don’t live there, huh.” Giving my
head a tiny shake, I continued. “Sorry, I’m
getting off-topic. Anyway, what I meant
to get at is . . . well . . . do you think that
there’s ever some type of connection
between these alternate universes? Just a
small one. Something that isn’t big
enough to notice unless you know what

I swat at a brown squirrel that sniffs
around your grave, its bushy tail bristling
in the soft wind. “Shoo. Go away.”
When it finally scampers away, I crouch

to look for.” I lowered my head, casting
my eyes toward where you lay
underground. “I think there is. Because I
saw it again. Your smile. I never thought I
would ever see it outside of the few
photos and videos I have of you but, one
day, as I was leaving class, I saw it. Crazy,
right?” Tears prick my eyes, threatening
to spill over.
“I chased after her, just so I could see it
again. She probably thought I was some
kind of pervert with how frantic I was but
she didn’t run away. It started off with
seeing you again, feeling your warmth
against me, but then it morphed into
something else. I felt myself feeling the
strength to wake up in the morning again.
Without realizing it, I let happiness seep
back into my bleak world. Before I knew

it, your face wasn’t the first thing I saw
every morning anymore . . . ” I clutch the
front of my shirt, tears spilling down my
cheeks. “I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.” My body
shakes as guilt grips my lungs, getting
tighter with every breath. “I told myself
that I would never let anyone take your
place but . . . love rarely listens to sense.”
Dust dances in the still air as I fall to my
knees. “I’m so sorry. Please. I’m sorry.
Can you ever forgive me?” Letting the
storm roar out of me for the first time, I
let myself weep until the blue sky is
covered in gentle strokes of pinks and
oranges. Until the quivering sun sinks in
the horizon, snatching its warmth from
the rippling breeze. Until the pale petal of
a cherry blossom falls onto the clear grave.
Until I feel myself breathe for the first
time in too long.
Hye-won Yoo

A LOST TRAIN OF THOUGHT
Alicia Kuo

I took these pictures during a family road trip
earlier this month. “A Lost Train of Thought"
depicts some train tracks that line the California
coastline (specifically the Santa Barbara area) and
symbolize the beginnings of a new journey.

CW: IMPLIED ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP

PUSH
The seat beside me, with
crazy blue-yellow upholstery,
lay empty. For the first time.
Cluttered voices buzzed behind
Mötley Crüe and cheap
earphone static. Not his voice.
Eyes out. Past the thick glass,
speckled sporadically with grey dust.
It hid the college's greenery. Not him.
A snowdrop pushed its head up
through a smattering of now.
Alone. For the first time.
Surviving without a heavy hand
gripping its shoulder. Not a guide.
A suffocator. It's—my—first push.
Oskar Leonard

A STAR'S BEGINNING
I know, like the moon knows the stars
that you dream of never-ending galaxies,
the collision of one million planets,
and the catastrophic taste of life and death seeping through the cracks of your mortality.
What is this light you search for so desperately?
I have waited this long to feel the bloom of nebulas on my skin —
The smooth waters of time wrinkle my pores one by one.
Come with me interstellar,
I'll show you what true existence looks like.
Aneleh

BEGINNING
TO END

NIGHT STREETS
Sameera Parveen
The pandemic expanded my creativity and within 6 months I
mastered in realism. I will say I am not perfect and this is just the
start.

CW: DEATH

IMPRINTED
If you start from the start, which you are, as
of now, doing, you could be anywhere. A
swamp, a city, a ditch, a small cottage, etc.
There is this idea that time is like a
mountain, with its own valleys and peaks,
and I can visit whichever point I so desire.
Meaning, there are so many men I could
have been if one pebble never tumbled
down and got stuck in my shoe. David
Foster Wallace plus any other pretentious
writer worth their salt would posit
something insignificant here, or in the
following few lines, and you’d forget about
it—until much later, when you start to
reflect. You think, Hey wait a second, didn’t
he say something about this earlier? Isn’t
there something here that makes something
else make sense?
This is the recounting of experience.
Experience is, in its event, not a poem. It has
no grammar or breath to it. It goes on and
leaves a small wake behind it, which gets
lost in other such wakes. It is only many
years later you see the tide meet the shore.
Here, think of this piece as a snowball. Or
maybe the long end of an e-cigarette puff.
That’s how you know this is contemporary.
Start with the pull, then quick breath, soft
holding, and finally, release. It’s sweet, no?
Gets you from one shift to the next? And, of
course, this is all a grand metaphor. Or
likely a journal entry. A captain’s log. And

I’m
documenting
me
and
you’re
documenting you documenting me and we
get tired of documenting don’t we.
That one summer two years back, I slept on
my brother Conner’s floor and he’d make
jokes occasionally: if my back was aching, I
should be more appreciative of his
hospitality, and maybe that’d set the
vertebrae right. Stuff like that. I was
perfectly appreciative of his hospitality. I’m
writing about it, aren’t I? I would argue that
period in my life was not dissimilar to a
house cat’s, in that life was a hand ringing a
bell: Now Is The Time For Sleep, Now Is
The Time For Shitting, Now Is The Time
For Eating. I was probably fifteen, sixteen—
nothing more to me than the cage of my
scrappy chest. Yet, on top of me lay every
version of me trying to be something else.
On top of me lay the boy who really, really
wanted to be loved, but did not know what
that might look like.
If you’ll notice, the interspersing of long
sentences between the fragments. The long
sections and the short sections. The
language picking up or slowing down. In
essence, what is given the light of day.
We played games at Wal-Mart that summer,
Conner and I. Like, we kicked basketballs at
each other from across the aisle. Think of
Wal-Mart as something to get out of bed

for, an excuse to put on my high-tops.
Maybe I’m confusing the summers. See, one
year was a terrarium for the other. Meaning,
it held all the moss of the year ahead of it,
but not the trees or fish.
Here is my essay. I think you understand
why I love the common—my brother and I,
the common. We do common things and
we are common and nothing shines about
us. We are rubbing and rubbing the sides of
ourselves for something to shine, but we are
common. Common things don’t shine. I’ve
given much thought to metal.
The people keep saying, “Remember my
intent! I never intended that!” then they go
and use the same pink hand soap they’ve
always used, neglecting to apply the lessons
they’ve learned. The people talk and talk of
the degradation of the sentence. The
sanctity of the sentence. What does it mean
to say something coherent anymore, or to
live in the age of science and technology?
I appreciate and I appreciate and appreciate.
I am so appreciative. I am in a state of
perpetual appreciation. If you would like me
to appreciate you, I recommend you do
something terrible to me—at least once.
There is a litany of bad-halfbad things to
choose from. Bring a hand close to my face,
then buy me Chinese. After you do it,
whatever it is you chose to do, it is vital you
buy me something, or perform some other
such nicety, else I will not appreciate you.
Oh But You’ve Got To Hear What I Have

To Say. No, No I’d Say Really I’m
Indiscriminate. If You’re Doing A Bad
Thing, It’s A Bad Thing. Simple. End Of
Discussion. As if I don’t know what I’m
talking about. I loved living with my brother
—his Mario Kart trash can, his enthusiasm
for Minecraft when he drank a little much,
how he woke me up at five in the morning
some days to wash the car with him.
And yes, there were many Wal-Marts
before the one I now conjure before you.
My brother and I, we were once very
different from the men we are now, but also,
we were always going to be different. My
brother and I had the time before the roads
of our lives diverged re: all my poetry is
about my mom’s death, but what does it do
to try and get back in the driver’s seat of
memory. To squeeze her blood back into
our heads, to un-shatter/re-shatter our
skulls.
I am sick with anxiety. I shake. I don’t do
homework. I am inarticulate. I eat one day,
the next I don’t. I take showers when I take
them. I keep my blinds closed. Here,
however—meaning this page—I am
beautiful. Here, this page, I create. I clean
my plate, wash the dishes, and take out the
trash. I am alive for one second then two
then three then so on and the shock of it
never stops. All there is to know I realize I
no longer know. What do I say? There is
food on the table in my poems and the badhalfbad things happen less and less. Or
maybe more and more. If I were to enter

that conjured Wal-Mart, I would find
nothing. Which is worse than finding old
fear, old anger. I would find nothing to
nurse. I am the phosphorus in the lights and
that is all. I go to eat something and that is
all.
Dear brother, I have mentioned you. I once
watched as your voice grow softer and
softer with the bleak tug of remembrance re:
death. Now, you talk so much. Have you
missed something? Do you miss mom, like I
do? Are you worried for this country? Are
you worried for me? Everyone seems to
worry for me.
If you, the reader, love your brother, you
should mention, at some point, a small story
involving the town the two of you grew up
in. You may only know The One Story™,
but, nevertheless, share it and emphasize its
smallness. Recall the baby alligators
lounging on rocks with great detail. Spikey,
green, beady. They looked like driftwood! and I
wanted to know what it felt like to ride a log
down a stream so I tried to hop on top and then .
. . Ask him if he has any similar stories. He
will either share or not share, or half-share.
You may be at a party and there is a
possibility someone interrupts and offers
him a joint or a beer or, if you are younger, a
stick of gum. There are many situations
which may arise. This is to say, today I have
decided to make a story of my brother. For
my brother. I have made a story and he is in
it. He is in it because I have captured him. I
have taken the thumb of experience and

gotten its print. I have made us, here. Big in
our smallness. Small in our bigness.
Desperately trying to make ourselves over.
To push against our own wakes, hoping
that, many years down the road, we will be
able to recognize the tide as it meets the
shore.
Tyler Godsey-Kellogg

EXULANSIS
I am twenty two winters, six heartbreaks and two (near) deaths old.
1. My skin is nothing less than a graveyard of ink upon which every man I loved is
allowed to leave a trace behind. A set of initials clutter my wrist, then follows the navy
blue scarf with a knot which is still tight enough to cease a heartbeat, a cigarette for the
one who taught me the “art" of healing and a small infinity that the canvas itself is afraid
to be a victim of.
2. My tongue only recalls the taste of burning eulogies that I recite to myself in bed. On
the verge of dawn my silhouette starts to wither with the smoke fumes that escape my
ice cold lips. Then the daylight breaks and I wish to die again. But here I am, bleeding
verses in every language I can grasp you in, wiping my tears with the sleeve of my
sweater and laughing in between as I choke on my sobs.
3. I still seek that faint residue of cigarettes and chocolates upon every stranger I kiss to
relive my regret, again and again. I reach out to all the flaws that don't make them “you”
and perfect them with one single word—mine. This darkness I am feeding myself to
escape from your absence feeds on me instead. I am cold and you are not here. Again.
4. I am afraid to show people the world I create with my ink, because I don't want them
to know that beneath my flesh and bones all I am left with are trigger warnings and a
heart which feels guilty every time it beats. Sometimes I wonder whether silence would
have been this lonely if I never raised my walls high. But I know I have to fall alone, for
love cannot live here. It won't survive in the world I give birth to.
Exulansis — n. the tendency to give up trying to talk about an experience because people
are unable to relate to it.
Bidisha B. Kashyap

CW: IMPLIED FAMILIAL ABUSE AND QUEERPHOBIA, FIREARMS, SUICIDE

7 OR 8 REASONS IT
HAPPENED THAT WAY
1.The Father's Guns

learning.

Her father keeps a pistol and a box of
bullets locked in the bottom left drawer of
his desk. The lock was installed when she
was still a toddler, constantly stumbling
into the edges of danger.

3. The Bread

The day her father found her by the open
drawer, squeezing a bullet in one chubby
fist and the handle of the pistol in the
other, he laughed and scooped her up into
his arms, remarking that she’d be a good
shot one day. Her mother was less
amused, hence the lock.
At sixteen years old, she will still not be a
good shot. In fact, she will miss every shot
she ever takes, except for one.
2. The Bird
Her favorite bird is the kestrel, because
she loves the click-hiss-click-roll sound of
its name as it falls off her tongue. She has
never seen a kestrel, or even a picture of
one, but at night, she smuggles her
sketchbook under the covers and draws
what she thinks one should look like. It
doesn’t look like much, but she’s still

Every few weeks, her mother bundles her
up in her winter coat—even when it isn’t
cold out—and drives them both to a diner
on the outskirts of town. The waitresses
begin piling baskets of bread on their
table almost before they can sit down.
In the beginning, that bread—soft and
sweet and still steaming from the heat of
the oven—is her favorite thing she has
ever tasted. But she loves it a little less
each time they go, as she starts growing
old enough to learn the definitions of
cause and effect, and to draw up her own
clumsy equations surrounding them. The
volume of raised voices in the kitchen is
directly proportional to the speed with
which her mother drives away from the
house.
4. First Criticism
Her first report card is a mass of hard lines
of red ink. When she brings it home from
kindergarten, her mother throws it in the
trash and wraps her in a hug so tight that

she squirms away in discomfort. Her
father looks out the window. The storm
clouds massing outside it flow into his
eyes.

from gym (she ties her hair up in a
ponytail before every class, and not one
strand ever comes loose, no matter how
fast she runs).

5. Listening In

Maybe because it’s because of the day the
boy asked to borrow her pencil when his
friend was out sick. She remembers
clearly the warmth of his calloused fingers
as he took it, the broadness of his gaptoothed grin as he thanked her.

Overheard from under her duvet cover:
“Why can’t I get the eyes right?” 11:13 PM.
6. Self Criticism
“I’m bad at physics. Well, not really—I’m
okay at physics, most of the time. But I’m
terrible at the tests. I look down at the
paper and my brain just goes blank. That’s
why I was late coming home that day. I
was retaking a test I failed. If I hadn’t
failed it, I would have come home in time.
I would have found her in time.”
7. Fantasies
From the spot where she eats lunch,
pressed up against the cafeteria window,
she can see out into the courtyard where
the linden trees grow. Under the
spreading branches of the biggest tree, an
upperclassman couple is making out.
There is no shortage of couples on
campus, of any age, but something about
this couple makes her stare. Maybe it’s
because she knows both of them; the boy
from English class (he always forgets to
bring a pencil, and has to borrow one
from his friend behind him), and the girl

Maybe it’s because of the day she offered
the girl a rubber band from her pocket
when her hair tie snapped. She
remembers clearly the coolness of her slim
fingers as she took it, the quicksilver glint
of her smile as she thanked her.
Her stomach knots up with something she
cannot name as she watches the stark
lines of their lips blur into each other
under the linden tree and wonders if the
boy smiles that same broad grin for the
girl, wonders if the girl ever lets her hair
down for the boy, wonders why she
cannot stop wondering.

8. Reprise
Her father finds the drawings in her
sketchbook—the boy, the girl, and her
caught in between them, in various
combinations. They are good drawings.
He recognizes his daughter by her eyes,
which are just right.

When he looks up from the book, his face is made of hard lines,
splotched with red. When he raises his voice at her, she tastes fresh
bread.
Her stomach knots up as she stumbles away from him, out of the
kitchen and into his office, towards the desk with the drawer that
has not been locked since her mother died.
The storm clouds massing outside the window are the same color as
the gun in her hand. The bullet slides into the chamber with a
click-hiss-click-roll sound.
She is sixteen years old. She takes the shot.
Ari FitzGibbon

SWINGS
Caroline Dinh

D Y S T O P I A N
I bit off an arc
from the tip of my middle finger,
kept it next to my pillow
humming it to sleep with my breath.
A day passed, or two.
Did you know dead nails ain't really dead?
The arc has grown to a circle, sharper.
Gravity is a scam, Phoebe Buffay was right.
Me with tons of mental crap weight
is not as much pulled
as I push myself down.
Don't you think Newton was drunk that day?
Or maybe higher—an overthinker.
I watched porn last night,
and told Mother I did.
I watched so that I could tell her.
To confirm, being truthful
doesn't pay you well as they say.
Ain't you convinced yet that I'm right?
Morality has to meet the censor board.
I broke up with her,
She believed dreams are not real.
I ain't bluffing, I don't bluff.
Neither am I drunk, or high.
I just want to prove, ardently
The whole universe is wrong.
Don't we all?
Abiyaa

CW: DEATH, FUNERALS, EMOTIONAL ABUSE

SYNTHETIC FIBERS
1.
Above them the sky was turning into
steel-wool, all angry and textured. Jessie
watched it in rapture. Mama stuck one
finger in her mouth and held it out the
window, testing for wind. Jessie could
have told her that a storm was brewing:
when the rain was coming, her knees
hurt. She could hear it now, too — the
wind howling painfully, trying to squeeze
itself though the ragged holes in the
clouds. When the wind got desperate like
this, Jessie nearly cried. She knew it was
just whining because it wanted to be
played with. But she couldn’t go outside
until Mama told her to. So she sat on the
wicker chair, her knees quivering with
anticipation and vague psychic power as
she waited for Mama to yell for her. Mama
sucked on her finger again. She shoved
the damp digit in the folds of her apron.
She shook out her other hand, which
went crack crack crack crack all the way
down. Then she hollered, JESSIE,
LAUNDRY. But Jessie was already out
the door.
2.
Aunt Phyllis had been dried out and
dead-looking long before any real death
had occurred. The only real difference

once Aunt Phyllis was dead was Mama got
a lot sadder. She always promised they
would visit Phyllis in Texas, but after she
died, Mama got really angry. Angry at
Phyllis for dying. Angry at Uncle Jim for
not calling her until three days later.
Angry that the world had taken that
promise of a visit right out of her hands
and broken it for her.
Jessie had never met Aunt Phyllis. Phyllis
was not a person to Jessie. Phyllis was a
concept. Phyllis was an eventually. Phyllis
was an overexposed photograph stuck on
the fridge by a magnet that read I have
mixed drinks about feelings. Phyllis wasn’t
anything. Until the day Mama came home
red-eyed, flung the sticky TV remote
against the wall, threw her own head
down against the counter, and sobbed.
That day, Phyllis was dead.
3.
Jessie’s favourite game was called Night
Time and she liked it because she never
knew when she would get to play. That
day, Night Time came sooner, when the
light was still pale grey no sun but not
complete darkness, either. Jessie slammed
out the screen door and ran to the

clothesline, where the bedsheets flapped
in surrender. One by one she plucked the
clothespins off the line and threw them
on the ground. The laundry clashed in a
frenzy; one sheet distorted its floral
pattern into small pastel faces of agony.
The wind picked up. So did the corners
of Jessie’s mouth. All at once, like a
symphony tuning, the sheets and the
shirts and the underwear rose up and
slapped around in the violent air. They
lifted and levitated and blew against pure
nothingness, conforming themselves to
the shape of the wind. Jessie’s eyelashes
lifted with them. The air screamed. Jessie
stretched her mouth wide open and
pretended it was her noise instead.
4.
Aunt Phyllis’s funeral was bland and hot
and weird. All the flowers were fake
except for the ones in Phyllis’s hands,
which were wilting. A man in a long
white dress said drowsy words while
Jessie watched two flies crawl on top of
each other.
When it was over, she shuffled behind
Mama right up to the coffin. She looked
down at her aunt’s skin, which was the
colour of the cherry Tums Mama kept in
the car cup holder. Mama wasn’t crying.
She just looked at Phyllis, eyes glazed.
Jessie reached up to take Mama’s hand
but she yanked it away like Jessie was a
hot iron.

If you would, said the dress man, and
Mama plucked up one end of the white
sheet and gently drew it up over Phyllis’
cardboard face. The sheet tented over her
nose, licked underneath her forehead.
Blessed are those who sleep, said the dress
man. Then he smiled gently down at the
corpse, head tilted. And all tucked in, too.
The flies landed on Phyllis’ breast, their
tiny bodies moving against each other like
a dance.
5.
To win Night Time, you had to become
the perfect target, and Jessie was very
good at that. As she watched the sheets
and shirts bloom against the sky, she ran
and positioned herself under the biggest
sheet, the one that covered Mama’s king
bed. The King always took the longest to
settle but it was so worth it. Jessie ran. She
tilted her neck up, up, up. Then she
collapsed. Jessie watched as the white of
the sheet ate up the sky. It floated above
her, going whsswhsswhsswhss all the way
down. Then it hit bullseye. Jessie’s whole
body clenched as the sheet settled against
her skin. She let the fabric touch
tentatively at her body like a wild animal
sniffing its prey, nuzzling her nose and
cheeks and arms and stomach and legs.
Lying dead still, she hoped, she prayed,
that it would decide she was good enough
to eat. Finally, finally, it settled all around
her, conforming itself to the shape of her

body.
Jessie closed her eyes. She lay perfectly
still, trying not to wake the sheet up, the
smell of detergent and wet grass stifling
her thoughts. The rain fell in earnest now.
She watched the drops bleed through the
fabric, heavy greys that bloomed like
sobbing mouths. The wind breathed in
steady, satisfied tones. In one passionate
movement she wrapped her arms around
herself and brought her knees to her
chest, embracing the sheet as if it were her
favourite stuffed animal. Breathe.
Breathe. Breathe.
Then she untangled herself from the
sheet, picked up Mama’s stained,
stretched underwear from the ground
and ran inside. As soon as she was under
the cover of the porch the rain vomited
itself down. Her knees no longer hurt.
6.
On the drive back home from the funeral,
the orange-juice evening light came
pouring in thick through the passengerseat window so Jessie hung her sweater
against the glass. She leaned her head
against it and turned to look at Mama,
whose eyes were red-rimmed as she stared
through the windshield. The landscape in
front of them was binary: only the beige
sky and the brown desert, layered and
unmixed like water and oil.

Jessie reached to turn the radio on. Bruce
Springsteen blurted out, right in the
middle of a chorus. Bruce. Mama’s
favourite. Bruce would make it better. But
Mama reached out and pressed eject; the
car stuck the disk back out like a tongue
mocking Jessie. Not today, Jessie Jay said
Mama, but she didn’t sound mad. Only
small.
Mama’s hands were gripped so tight
against the wheel, her knuckles pink and
splotchy. Jessie realized she had never
seen her hands up close like that before.
She tried to memorize them, in case she
didn’t get another chance.
Mama’s hands left the wheel to ease a
cigarette case out of her back pocket. She
hadn’t smoked in years. Just the one, she
promised Jessie around the stick cornered
in her mouth. Jessie nodded, but the
lump in her throat wouldn’t let her do
anything else. She closed her eyes, but the
orange sun filtered in through her eyelids
all the same. Jessie wondered what other
parts of Mama she hadn’t seen up close.
7.
As she came back into the room, the
sheets all folded and only slightly damp,
Mama stared at her, eyes big, palms flat
and held out by her head like she was a
waitress serving two big steaming plates
of accusation. She said, and just what the

hell were you doing out there. Jessie began walking to Mama’s room to make the bed.
Night Time, she explained softly. Mama looked out the window at the dark sky, then
laughed humourlessly at her daughter’s back. Yeah, no shit, Mama muttered.
8.
In bed at night, as the rain pattered on the tin roof, Jessie would try to replicate it. She
would lift her sheet up as far as her little arms could hold, stretch it taunt until it made
straight lines, then let it fall. But it would drop to her like stiff cardboard; there was no
compromise, no conforming to the shape of her body. No tucking in. With a little huff
she would slap both arms down on top of the covers and lie straight, embarrassed that
she had even tried. She knew better than that. Mama’s sharp jackal laugh reached Jessie,
long, pointy fingers of sound that stretched out from under the door. She closed her
eyes tight and clenched her whole body, trying to wring the shame out. The realization
stung her over and over again – stuff just doesn’t happen that way. Stupid. She knew
that. She knew that. Jessie pulled the sheet over her head, packing the fabric tight into
her ears, tucking it in any space she could find. Stupid. Some things, Jessie knew, you
just had to work for.
Abigail Richards

BLACK JESUS, ON HEELS
The north-pole thrice drunken
In an unearthen dance—cracked smiles in sackcloth.
A black Jesus on the precipice of a hanging night,
Dust spring-fall on shelled infant coffins;
Siffusing fetus in the dark waters of salivated prayers.
Mothers. Spirits. Church bells. Missals on shoulders.
The prophet's beak in holy matrimony with the earth.
Oh black Jesus, will you not come again tomorrow?
Romoke, tongue-tied to the long shiny bells of the Abiku
Ajoke's black toes wriggle the earth into a sarcophagus
Bleached Christmas jingles ring louder—it splits open communal graves.
Hollow sopranos clasped in seedless melons.
We take turns for falling—and not rising.
Oh black Jesus, when will you come again in clicking heels?
To touch my compost grave, and close my lid,
Before a half-burnt angel steer me away.
Ijaya

CW: DEATH, SEXUAL CONTENT

EXPECTATIONS
The day my mother died crashing into a
pole somewhere on the south side of New
Hampshire, I stepped into the shower with
cold water seeping and rushing through
the roots of my hair and rushing down my
fingernails, numbing me all over, until I
felt—once again—like a child. Many years
ago, my mother scrubbed me clean with
watermelon-citrus shampoo and told me
my father wasn’t a good man. I was young,
then. I had never met him. I could not
know what made a good man.
Years later, in college, I met a boy named
after the wind. The name suited him. He
often desired too much, reached too far.
He would chase after what he wanted.
Once, when we were done fucking, I wept
naked in the garden, knowing the soft skin
between my thighs was not raw, nor pure
enough, to be of the flowers. He was gone
before I returned. To chase after
something else, I predicted, my mother’s
words ringing in my ears. Was my father
named after the wind? Were all men
named after the wind?
For a while after my mother’s death, I
dressed only in white. I rubbed lilac paint
across the white, splatters of soup across
the white, twenty shades of lipstick across

the white. As a child, my mother never let
me wear white. White was a widow’s
color, she said, and a woman’s life did not
need to be defined by a man’s. Instead, she
dressed me in blushing reds and greens,
smears of yellows and violets, colors that
contradicted and clashed. Children
should have color, she said. Children
should play in the sun. They must do all
these things when they can.
I was born when my mother was too
young; she didn’t have enough time in her
youth, which is why she wished for me to.
My mother had lost her youth to my
father, and not much later, to me.
They say her body disintegrated when she
hit the pole, dispersed among creases of
the Earth. My mother’s remnants could be
in the soil that rests beneath my feet,
which would mean I am stepping on the
remnants of her life, crushing them with
oblivion. My mother would make me ask
God thrice for forgiveness: dear God, dear
God, dear God, touching my hand to my
chest and then to my forehead: forgive,
forgive, forgive.
My mother was the kind of woman who
didn’t believe in expectations. When she

was a girl, she had expected too much, she
said, partly because her mother told her
stories she believed were true. My mother
didn’t want me to have expectations
because none of hers came true, so she told
me stories of her own. The princess saves
herself in this one; slow and steady never
beats the cunning and quick-witted; the
beans were a hoax, don’t trust men,
especially men trying to sell you things.
My mother’s endings were never expected.
When my mother was in that car, was she
expecting her ending? Had she seen the
pole coming? Did she wish for it to?
I’m going to tell you a story.
THERE ONCE WAS a woman who bore
widow for a now-dead man who once,
long ago, had hurt her. A WOMAN who
wanted to teach her daughter differently
than she had learned. A WOMAN who
did not believe in having expectations
because none of hers had come true.
Expectation, after expectation, only to
disappoint. It began with her promises of a
husband, who had turned out to be a
different kind of man. She had married too
young, too oblivious.
Perhaps my mother was tired. Perhaps she
had been persisting for too long. Perhaps
the pole was a mere thought: a slip of mind
that transferred into reality.

ONCE UPON A TIME there was a
woman who could no longer take care of
herself. ONCE UPON A TIME this is
what they tell you: women aren’t allowed
to have expectations, you must take
whatever comes your way, a woman’s life
is not as simple as a man’s. ONCE UPON
A TIME they never taught you this: men
are powerful. My mother was strong, but
perhaps it wasn’t enough. There was a part
of her that had been lost for too long.
It’s not all that surprising, I suppose. My
mother’s story was the kind she would tell.
No one would have expected her ending.
Dedeepya Guthikonda
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